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Dear International Fashion Group Pty Ltd,

You are receiving this email because you are listed as a legal correspondent for the THE FIFTH LABEL trademark (Serial#:

79149835) filed with the United States Trademark Office (USPTO).

TrademarkElite.com offers the largest online platform for tracking and searching U.S. Trademarks for free. We noticed that your

trademark needs to be renewed with the USPTO. Trademark protection can last forever only if you continue to maintain your

registration. If you do NOT renew your trademark by Friday, September 24, 2021, your trademark will become abandoned.

You can add a link to this THE FIFTH LABEL trademark directly on your Facebook, Twitter, Blog, or Google bookmarks:

https://www.trademarkelite.com/trademark/trademark-detail/79149835/THE-FIFTH-LABEL

For a limited time, our law firm apply a special promo ($249/class +
government fee) towards your Trademark Renewal.

Click on the button to get started.

RENEW MY TRADEMARK »

What is Trademark Renewal? https://youtu.be/70CuhMY8Uaw

If you have an attorney representing your case, you should talk with your attorney. Otherwise, we'd love the opportunity to help

you. TrademarkElite.com is operated by The Ideas Law Firm, PLLC (in San Jose, California and Tempe, Arizona, the United

States). We specialize in business, branding, and trademark protection.

We can also help with:

1. Protecting your brand internationally. Trademark protection is country specific. As your brand grows, you should protect

your mark in other countries where you are selling. We can help you protect your brand internationally in more than 180

countries.

2. Registering another mark or logo in the United States. You may wish to file a new U.S. trademark with the United
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https://youtu.be/70CuhMY8Uaw
https://www.trademarkelite.com/trademark/trademark-registration/international-filing.aspx


States Trademark Office (USPTO) if you have recently come up with a new name, logo, or slogan that you wish to protect.

Our licensed U.S. trademark attorney can file new U.S. trademark applications for just $249/class plus government fee

(government fee: $350 per class).

 

Sincerely,

Ryan Bethell

The Ideas Law Firm, PLLC

https://www.trademarkelite.com

975 E. Dava Dr,

Tempe, AZ 85283

United States

Phone: 1-833-TMELITE

 

NOTE: Your privacy is important to us. Read our Privacy Policy to see how we protect it: https://www.trademarkelite.com/support/privacy-policy.aspx.

You can quickly opt out of receiving any notices like this one in the future by clicking this link: Unsubscribe >>
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